The Synergy Effects of
XEC and XET

XEC
What is Eternal Coin (XEC)
Eternal coin is not the cryptocurrency that used for payment settlement, but a hub
currency during the exchange between different Fiat Currencies.
Therefore, for those who want to perform overseas remittance or money exchange,
it is NOT NECESSARY to have/ to own an Eternal Coin.
Eternal Wallet is invented to provide overseas remittance and foreign currencies
exchange at the lowest cost in the world.
The logic that conducts currency exchange at the world’ s lowest price requires
Eternal Coin, and the fee incurred during currencies exchange and overseas
remittances performed via Eternal Wallet will partly rebate to the Eternal Coin holders.
This is to assure the advantage of owning / holding Eternal Coin.
・It is a cryptocurrency issued by Atom Solutions, Japan.
・ Adopted with exclusive authorized exchange system in the world.
・ There are currently 3 authorized exchanges in 3 countries and we plan to expand
over 10 countries within the year.
・The feature of Eternal Coin is not the cryptocurrency itself but the Eternal Wallet.
・Under the authorized exchange system, Eternal Wallet has achieved multi currencies
wallet that can deal with various fiat currencies.
【What is Eternal Wallet】
Eternal Wallet is a platform where users can manage their account and take advantages
of the following features:
Transfer via Phone Number Feature
Fiat currency or Eternal Coin can be sent between Eternal Wallet users via Phone
Number only.
Dividends Distribution Feature
A percentage of the transaction fee generated from the Eternal Wallet will be rebated to
Eternal Coin holder once a week.
One-Touch Transfer Feature
After exchanging between different fiat currencies, user can make the transfer to the
receiver in just a few seconds.
Value Division Feature
The feature will divide Eternal Coin into smaller unit when its value increased to a certain
amount.
【New Feature Coming Soon】
Currency Exchange Feature
Currency Exchange refers to a currency exchange between different fiat currencies via
Eternal Wallet. The feature provides currency exchange at the world’ s lowest cost and
the converted fiat currency can be transferred to anywhere in the world in just a few
seconds via Eternal Wallet. Unlike any bank’ s overseas remittance services, the transfer
between Eternal Wallet users is under P2P, in order to reduce the transaction fee into
approximate 5 cents + 0.5% of the interbank exchange rate. This feature not only provides
the world’ s lowest cost of currency exchange but also transfer in just a few seconds.

XET
What is Eternal Token (XET)
XET refers to the token that can be exchanged with Eternal Coin (XEC) at 1:10 ratio.
XET is tradable with other cryptocurrencies on global exchanges.
【Benefits of XEC and XET Existence】

When XET has an equivalent value to XEC, is getting traded on various exchanges all
over the world, the price gap occurring between XET and XEC is predictable, and
there will be users to perform arbitrage trading and fill up the price gap.

In other words, the existence of XET improves the liquidity and market circulation of both
XEC and XET. Meantime, it will also increase the bonus distribution to XEC holders.

Moreover, in order to perform overseas remittance with Eternal Wallet, there is a certain
number of XEC traders required. The existences of XET and XEC are contributing to
increasing of XEC traders.

In summary, by issuing 2 cryptocurrencies XET and XEC, we are able to achieve our goal
in providing overseas remittance services at the world’ s lowest cost via Eternal Wallet.

XEC（Eternal Coin)

XET（Eternal Token）

Issuer

Atom Solutions

Atom Solutions

Conversion
Exchange

Authorized Exchange : Hong Kong・
Korea・Philippines・Taiwan

Global Exchanges in Countries

Total Supply

2 Billion units

200 Million units
・Tradable with Various Currencies
on Global Exchanges.

Advantages

・Fiat Currency Exchange・Transfer
via Phone Number・Value Division
System・Weekly Dividends
Distribution.
・Guaranteed from Cyber Hacking
and Unauthorized Wallet Access.
・Tradable with Eternal Coin ONLY.

・Eternal Wallet functions cannot be
used.
・No guarantee from cyber security
like hacking or stolen password.

Disadvantages

